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Introduction
De Haath Society is a not-for-profit organisation registered under the statutory act, i.e. the
Society Registration Act, 1860. It was registered in August, 2015. The name, De Haath Society,
signifies a call to all the members of the society to come, join hands for the welfare of the society.
The need of De Haath Society was felt in 2013, when Vasudev, the founder, witnessed the extent
of discrimination of the society against women and realised that several atrocities committed on
women can be stopped or reduced by restructuring the patriarchal mindset of people. Taboos,
misconceptions, irrational fears among others are the factors for societal disorder and anarchy.
Under his mentor, Zeeshan, Vasudev saw discrimination against several other sections of the
society as well. Among these sections were mental patients. He initiated a program, Vajood, for
patients of mental disorders under the “Changeloom With.In” fellowship at Pravah. Vajood is
also the first program run by De Haath Society.

From the Founder
De Haath Society aims at human upliftment in all spheres to bring out overall development in the
society. We function in the activism and advocacy mode, depending on the need. We believe
collective efforts are more fruitful, hence we are always open for joint operations.
We oppose against discrimination of any type on any grounds. The discrimination can be on
grounds of sex, gender, financial status, etc. We practice and advocate equality on all fronts. .
Providing all support to any activity for social welfare is our policy.
We believe socio-economic empowerment is the way to create an inclusive society. Women and
the youth play an important role in bringing about this change in a sustainable manner. In line
with this belief efforts have been made to incorporate women and youth empowerment in all our
programs.
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Project
In addition to our existing program Chirag, we launched a youth-development wing named
Rangrezi which will address the needs of the youth.
Under Chirag, we mobilised the artisans and conducted community baithaks in their homes. Since
our effort was to empower them, we conducted sessions on financial literacy and inclusion of
women in trade.

Simultaneously, we also formed a youth-led volunteer engagement wing, named Rangrezi, which
would look after the needs of the youth and involve them in our projects. The objective was to
enhance social skills in the youth.

Extra Activities
We celebrate daanutsav with the same zest as other festivals. Daanutsav is the festival to celebrate the
joy of giving. We collaborated with Indian Red Cross Society, UP Branch and organised a

blood donation camp to highlight the fact that the artisans, though living in isolation can be of
value and help to everyone.
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Board of Advisors
Our Advisory Council remains with us hard and fast. We thank them for standing by our side
always.
Saurabh Manocha - Working in Dainik Jagran, Saurabh Manocha has been advising us in our
activities. Not only his command over media marketting but also his ability to shape up good
ideas has been of tremendous help.

Committee Against Sexual Harassment
In line with the Vishakha Guidelines, we have constituted a committee to report sexual
harassment. The committee will function according to the Vishakha Guidelines and any such
guidelines issued by the Government of India.
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Balance Sheet
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